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Bandit II

- Bandit II humanoid robot platform
- Human robot interaction (HRI)
- Willow Garage Robot Operating System (ROS)
Enhancing speech control system

- Provided flexibility to allow interaction to be more natural.
- Added **stop, restart, and resume** functionalities.
Integrating a speech-to-text engine

- Used commercially available Dragon NaturallySpeaking software on Windows for speech recognition
- With a good microphone, accuracy is quite high
- Easy to use for any robot platform
Stanford NLP Parser

- Natural language processing can allow us to identify parts of speech to (attempt to) intelligently handle conversations with a human
- Used Stanford NLP parser to process input data from microphone
- Created Java application to interface between SNLP parser and Bandit
- Wrapped applications in ROS nodes
Stanford NLP Parser (cont.)

- Sample of output data
- Implemented a program to take output data and put it into a usable data structure.

Your query

Bandit, go to the green table.

Tagging

Bandit/UH ,/, go/VB to/TO the/DT green/JJ table/MM ./.

Parse

(ROOT
  (S
    (INTJ (UH Bandit))
    (, ,)
    (VP (VB go)
      (PP (TO to)
        (NP (DT the) (JJ green) (NN table)))))
  (.)
)

Typed dependencies

dep(go-3, Bandit-1)
prep(go-3, to-4)
det(table-7, the-5)
amod(table-7, green-6)
pobj(to-4, table-7)
Overview of system architecture

[Diagram shows a system architecture with various components and interactions, including Stanford NLP Parser, Java Application, C++ Interpreter, Microphone Input, Bandit, Win32 Application, and Dragon Naturally Speaking.]
Learning Game

• Video introduction
Learning Game - Implementation

• Pulls data from Microphone class to do further processing.
• Objective: identify parts of speech and use that information.
Learning Game – Implementation (cont.)

• Maintain a **knowledge base of nouns, verbs, and adjectives**.

  
  Bandit, go to the yellow table please.

  VB  ADJ  NN

• When it is time to perform an action, Bandit applies an algorithm to ground a phrase with the base definitions from the knowledge base, then sends a message to Bandit’s ROS controller to execute the action.
Learning Game – Full demo

• Further video showing a full demo (with Juan Fasola)
• Note: acquired knowledge can be used in new ways!
Future work

• Current demos use an effective, but simple and uninformed implementation.
• Use NLP data obtained from the Stanford parser to build an intelligent robot dialog system.
• Find intelligent ways to incorporate the microphone in human-robot interaction experiments.
Questions/comments?
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